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ملخ�ص:
املعدات اجلنائزية يف م�رص القدمية ،ويلقي ال�ضوء على هذه املجموعة من الأو�شابتي
جدا من َّ
مهما ًّ
يتناول البحث جز ًءا ًّ
املحفوظة يف هذا املتحف .ويف هذا البحث يحاول الباحث �إظهار ال�سمات ال�شخ�صية لكل قطعة على حدة ،وحماولة ت�أريخها
من خالل املالمح الفنية لكل قطعة ،وترجمة الن�صو�ص التي حتتويها ملعرفة �أ�صحابها .كذلك ف�إن الألقاب التي وردت يف
بع�ضا من تلك الأو�شابتي كانوا من ذوي
ن�صو�ص هذه املجموعة قد نوق�شت .ويبدو من خالل درا�سة تلك الألقاب �أن ً
املكانة العليا يف املجتمع امل�رصي القدمي .وهذه املجموعة تنتمي �إىل ع�صور خمتلفة من احل�ضارة امل�رصية القدمية؛ ع�رص الدولة
احلديثة ،وع�رص االنتقال الثالث ،وخالل الأ�رسة الثالثني وما بعدها .وقد �أمكن ت�أريخ كل قطعة ح�سب ال�سمات املميزة ل�صناعة
الأو�شابتي لكل فرتة زمنية على حدة ،وكذلك �أمناط الكتابة على تلك القطع ،وكذلك الزي وباروكة ال�شعر والأدوات التي
يحملها كل �أو�شابتي لكي متكنه من �أن ي�ؤدي دوره املنوط به يف العامل الآخر .ومتكنت الدرا�سة من �إعادة ت�أريخ تلك املجموعة
معتقدا وموجو ًدا يف �سجالت املتحف.
جديدا على غري ما كان
علميا
ت� ً
ً
ً
أريخا ًّ
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An Unpublished New Collection of Shabtis

The paper entitled ‘An Unpublished New
Collection of Shabtis ‘Ushebtis’ Housed in Al-Salam
School Museum in Assiut, Egypt’ deals with an
important part of the funerary equipment. In brief,
it draws attention to a collection of shabtis currently
housed in Al-Salam School Museum in Assiut.
In this paper, the author attempted to publish
an unpublished new collection of shabtis. Their
iconographical features and date are examined. Some
owners are identified, from the inscribed texts, which
present the name of the deceased. The titles that were
mentioned in the inscriptions of these shabtis are
noted.

Introduction
Among the Al-Salam School Museum’s collections
of ancient objects can be found a collection of shabtis.
The major part of Museum collections was donated by
F. Petrie and Sayed Khashaba to the Museum. However,
it was not mentioned in the catalogue of Al-Salam

School Museum, who dedicated the group of shabtis
to the Museum. Probably, Petrie donated some of
these shabtis to the museum from Thebes1 or from his
excavations in Deir Rifeh in Assiut, where he excavated
a collection of shabtis.2 In addition, probably, Sayed
Khashaba donated some of it to the museum from his
excavations in Deir Dronka and Mountain of Assiut,3
where he excavated some shabtis too.
Many studies about shabtis4 were conducted;
hence, I wish this simple paper to be an addition
to these studies, and to add more knowledge on the
shabtis. The researcher in this paper shows a new
collection of shabtis exhibited in Al-Salam School
Museum in Assiut to explain different types of shabtis
in this collection and to date them according to their
industrial features, writing styles, and comparison.
The author will study and classify these objects into
three categories: New Kingdom, Third Intermediate
Period and Thirtieth Dynasty, and one more shabti,
which can be dated to Ptolemaic period.

Group 1: New Kingdom Period
Object 1
Reg. no.

260.

Dimensions

Height is 8.5 cm.

Substance

Limestone.

Text

None.

Description

The lower part of this statue is missing; only the face without a beard and the duplex wig
can be seen, without inscriptions. The face of the figurine is perfectly sculpted; the eyes
have the characteristic Egyptian stare. The side parts of the wig continue along the chest,
hands not shown. Maybe it was a Shabti.

Dating

It was dated to the Greco-Roman period in the handwriting catalogue of Al-Salam School
Museum, and it was dated to the New kingdom period where the object is exhibited.
From the industrial features,5 and the style of the wig, the duplex wig, normally associated
with the dress of the living, although sometimes found also on mummy-form figures. This
style became increasingly fashionable from the time of Amenophis III;6 this object can be
dated to the New Kingdom period (Fig. 1).
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Object 2
Reg. no.

263.

Dimensions

Height is 8.5cm.

Substance

Green faience.

Text

It has remains of unclear inscription in black ink in the front and sides.

Description

This shabti is in mummy-like form. It is carrying a mr- hoe in each hand. Arms are
crossed on the chest. The shabti is beardless, with lappet ‘tripartite’ wig, the style of the
end of the New kingdom period.7

Dating

It was dated to the Greco-Roman period in the handwriting catalogue of Al-Salam School
Museum, and it was dated to the New Kingdom period, where the object is exhibited.
Based on stylistic similarities8 and the industrial features, mummy-form, beardless, with
lappet wig, two hoes held in front, the inscription, in lines, or in one column.9 This object
can be dated to the New kingdom period (Fig. 2).

Group 2: Third Intermediate Period:10
Object 3
Reg. no.

254.

Dimensions

Height 12 cm.

Substance

Light blue faience.11
It is inscribed with a column of hieroglyphs in the middle of the front, in black ink, reading:

Text

Description
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Wsir i nfr-nTr xnsw pA nb imAxw xr nb ‘Osiris ,O, good god, khonsu-ba-nb,12 revered
with the lord’.
This shabti is in mummy-form, showing the body wrapped in bandages with only the face
visible as the great majority of shabtis.13 The face of the shabti is not perfectly preserved;
the eyes have the characteristic Egyptian stare, as if gazing at eternity. Arms are crossed
right over left on the chest. This shabti was provided with little model tools which is
mr- hoe in each hand and a basket with
required for his work in the other world, a
crossed fibers on his back. They were painted on the statue in black ink.14 An amuletic
sign15 in black ink was inscribed on the right side of the front of the shabti. The shabti
sSd16 headband knotted behind. The latter was
wears a lappet ‘tripartite’ wig with
painted in black ink, and it was used as a fillet to retain hair in its place. The side parts of
the wig continue along the forearms, curving slightly and reaching down to the palms of
the deceased, running almost parallel to the agricultural tools he is holding.
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Dating

It was dated to the Greco-Roman period in the handwriting catalogue of Al-Salam School
Museum, and it was dated to the New Kingdom period where the object is exhibited.
From the style of the wig,17 the bag,18 and the industrial features, it was fashioned of bluecolored faience with details in black with only the title and the name of the deceased.19
This object can be dated to the Third Intermediate period (Fig. 3). Great numbers of
shabtis have been found from the Third Intermediate Period, when they were massproduced, primarily in faience with a blue-green glaze. In general, the features of these
shabtis were briefly treated, and the details were enhanced with black paint,20 the same
industrial features apply to shabtis numbers 256, 257, 258, 259, 264, and 265.

Object 4
Reg. no.

256.

Dimensions

Height is 6 cm.

Substance

Blue faience.

Text

It has an unclear inscription except the title:

Description

The shabti is fashioned in the traditional mummy form. This shabti has an inscription,
in black ink, and shows that the statue is holding a mr- hoe in each hand and a plain
sSd22
trapezoid bag21 on his back. The shabti wears a lappet ‘tripartite’ wig with
headband knotted behind. The headband was painted in black ink. The wig is straight
and simple, where the hair comprises three parts, two hanging at the front of the shoulder
and one at the back.

Dating

It was dated to the Greco-Roman period in the handwriting catalogue of Al-Salam School
Museum, and it was dated to the New Kingdom period where the object is exhibited.
From the style of the wig,23 and the industrial features, it was fashioned of blue-colored
faience with details in black with only the title of the deceased.24 This object can be dated
to the Third Intermediate period (Fig. 4).

Wsir ‘Osiris’.

Object 5
Reg. no.

257.

Dimensions

Height is 5.5 cm.

Substance

Blue faience, a part of the base has a white appearance, as it lost its blue paste coating.

Text

Issue No.8

It has a column of inscription in the middle of the front, in black ink, reading:
Wsir T qAi mAa xrw ‘Osiris T qAi25 justified one’.
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Description

The shabti is fashioned in the traditional mummy form. The face of the shabti is round
with visible eyes and eyebrows. The shabti has a mr- hoe in each hand and a plain
trapezoid bag26 on his back. They were drawn in black ink. The shabti wears a lappet
sSd27 headband knotted behind. The headband was painted
‘tripartite’ wig with
in black ink.

Dating

It was dated to the Greco-Roman period in the handwriting catalogue of Al-Salam School
Museum, and it was dated to the New kingdom period where the object is exhibited.
From the style of the wig,28 and the industrial features, it was fashioned of blue-colored
faience with details in black with only the title and the name of the deceased.29 The author
can date it to the Third Intermediate period (Fig. 5). See the shabti number 254.

Object 6
Reg. no.

258.

Dimensions

Height is 9.5 cm.

Substance

Painted limestone with pale green color.
It has a column of inscription in the middle of the front, in black ink, reading:

Text
Wsir ns xnsw m Hb mAa xrw ‘Osiris ns xnsw m Hb30 ‘the soldier’, justified one’.

Description

The shabti is fashioned in the traditional mummy form. The face of the shabti is almost
perfectly preserved; the eyes seem as if gazing at eternity. It has an inscription similar to
the previous one, a mr- hoe in each hand and a bag upon his back, in black ink. A bag
with crossed fibers is suspended by one robe from the left shoulder.31 The shabti wears
sSd32 headband knotted behind. The headband was
a lappet ‘tripartite’ wig with
painted in black ink.

Dating

It was dated to the Greco-Roman period in the handwriting catalogue of Al-Salam School
Museum, and it was dated to the New Kingdom period where the object is exhibited.
From the style of the wig,33 and the industrial features, it was fashioned of green-colored
faience with details in black with only the title and the name of the deceased.34 This object
can be dated to the Third Intermediate period (Fig. 6). Revise the shabti number 256.
Two shabtis were found from the Second Cache of Deir el Bahari at Thebes with a similar
name (ns xnsw)35 and (xnsw m Hb). Maybe these shabtis belong to the same person.
Therefore, maybe, the provenance of shabti no. 258 is Deir el-Bahari.36

Object 7
Reg. no.

259.

Dimensions

Height is 9.5 cm.
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Substance

Pale blue faience.
It has a column of inscription in the middle of the front, in black ink, reading:

Text
Wsir nb.i xnsw ns rxi ir Dsr xt mAa xrw ‘Osiris nb.i37 xnsw ns rxi38 doer39 of good thing,
justified one’.

Description

The shabti is fashioned in the traditional mummy form. Arms and hands are represented
in the classical position, crossed right over left. The face of the shabti is almost perfectly
preserved; the eyes seem as if gazing on eternity. It has inscription, in black ink, similar to
the previous one, a mr- hoe in each hand and a bag with crossed fibers40 on his back.
The shabti wears a lappet ‘tripartite’ wig.

Dating

It was dated to the Greco-Roman period in the handwriting catalogue of Al-Salam School
Museum, and it was dated to the New Kingdom period where the object is exhibited.
From the style of the wig,41 the bag,42 and the industrial features, it was fashioned of bluecolored faience with details in black with only the title and the name of the deceased.43
This object can be dated to the Third Intermediate Period (Fig. 7). See the shabti number
254. A shabti was found at Deir el Bahari in Thebes dated to the Third Intermediate
Period with a similar name (nsy xnsw). Maybe this shabti belongs to the same person.
Therefore, probably, its provenance is Deir el Bahari.44

Object 8
Reg. no.

264.

Dimensions

height is 10.5 cm.

Substance

Limestone.

Text

It has a column of inscription in the middle of the front, in black ink, but his name is not
quite clear, reading:
Wsir -------imy-r Ssp n iqr ‘Osiris-----overseer of receiving of the wealth’

Description

The shabti is fashioned in the traditional mummy form. Arms crossed on the chest. The
shabti has a mr- hoe in each hand and a bag with crossed fibers45 on his back. They were
drawn in black ink. The face of the shabti is perfectly preserved; the eyes stare, as if gazing
sSd46 headband knotted
at eternity. The shabti wears a lappet ‘tripartite’ wig with
behind. The headband was painted in black ink.

Dating

It was dated to the Greco-Roman period in the handwriting catalogue of Al-Salam School
Museum, and it was dated to the New Kingdom period where the object is exhibited. From
the style of the wig,47 the bag,48 and the industrial features, it was fashioned limestone
with details in black with only the title and the name of the deceased,49 this object can be
dated to the Third Intermediate period (Fig. 8). See the shabti number 254.

Object 9
Issue No.8
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Reg. no.

265.

Dimensions

Height is 5.5 cm.

Substance

Blue faience.

Text

It has remains of unclear inscription in black ink at the front.

Description

This shabti is in mummy-like form, similar to no. 256. The shabti is carrying a mr- hoe
in each hand and a plain trapezoid bag50 on his back. The shabti wears a lappet ‘tripartite’
sSd51 headband knotted behind. The headband was painted in black ink.
wig with

Dating

It was dated to the Greco-Roman period in the handwriting catalogue of Al-Salam School
Museum, and it was dated to the New Kingdom period where the object is exhibited.
From the style of the wig,52 and the industrial features, it was in limestone with details in
black with only the title and the name of the deceased.53 This object can be dated to the
Third Intermediate period (Fig. 9). See the shabti number 254.

Object 10
Reg. no.

261.

Dimensions

Height is 11 cm.

Substance

Red granite. Some of its parts are missing.
It was inscribed with a text in horizontal lines:

--Text

sHD Wsir pA xnsw mw ms nt tA wsir xrw Ddt n .s wSbty ipn snr nTry wha rs m wi is r
HAwty sdb (sDb) Wsir im irt kAt nbt im m s r Xrt .f (m) s iri nfr xt nb w --‘The illuminated one, Osiris, pA xnsw mw54 who was born to tA wsir, a voice called: ‘O
this shabti take care of the divine distribute rations of me. concerning an unpleasant task
(literally obstacle) or a hindrance is imposed on Osiris (the deceased one) there and for
any work that is to be done yonder in the netherworld, as a man in his duties, as a man,
make well everything…’.
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The shabti is fashioned in the traditional mummy form, where the body is enveloped
in bandages with only head and hands visible. Arms and hands are represented in the
classical position, crossed right over left. The face of the shabti is perfectly preserved; the
eyes have the characteristic Egyptian stare as if gazing at eternity.
Description

Dating

This shabti wears a long divine beard with the normal headdress, the lappet ‘tripartite’
wig, so called because the hair was divided in two lappets in front with the remainder at
the back. This was the traditional coif of gods.55 Both ears protrude over the wig. The eyes,
lips, and nose are very prominent and well sculpted. This shabti holding a mr- hoe in
one hand and a pick in the other,56 and had a small seed bag, a Sait trapezoid bag with
crossed oblique pattern and loop,57 suspended from a cord slung over the left shoulder.58
This statue has a back pillar on statuary.
It was dated to the New Kingdom period in both the handwriting catalogue of Al-Salam
School Museum, and where the object is exhibited. From the industrial features,59 the bag
wSbty,60 which occurs on this statue, this
and the spilling of the word shabti
object can be dated to the 25th or early 26th Dynasty (Fig. 10). In the 25th and early 26th
Dynasties, the shabti underwent another major transformation. A new arrangement of
tools is found consisting of a pick, hoe and small seed bag suspended from a cord slung
over the left shoulder. The figure takes on a new shape with a back pillar and base.61

Group 3: Thirtieth Dynasty onwards
Object 11
Reg. no.

255.

Dimensions

Height is 6.5 cm.

Substance

Light blue faience.

Text

None.

Description

It is similar to no. 266. This shabti is in mummy-form, showing the body wrapped in
bandages with only the face visible, without inscription. The deceased wears the divine
beard, and holds a mr hoe in each hand. The tools are incised in high relief, as are bread
and the facial features of the deceased. The hands and part of the forearms protrude from
the chest and the upper part of the body is more voluminous in shape, reminiscent of the
swollen type of coffin characteristic of the second half of the Late period.

Dating

It was dated to the Greco-Roman period in the handwriting catalogue of Al-Salam School
Museum, and it was dated to the New Kingdom period where the object is exhibited.
Based on stylistic similarities this object can be dated to Thirtieth Dynasty (380–343
BCE); indeed, the agricultural tools sculpted in high relief the reminiscent of the style
of shabti models during that period62 (Fig. 11). In the Thirtieth Dynasty the agricultural
tools sculpted in high relief, as are bread and the facial features of the deceased.63 The same
industrial features apply to shabtis numbers 262 and 266.

Issue No.8
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Object 12
Reg. no.

262.

Dimensions

Height is 11 cm.

Substance

White faience.

Text

None.

Description

This shabti is in mummy-like form, showing the body wrapped in bandages with only
the face and hands visible. The beard and the facial features sculpted in high relief. The
shabti wears a lappet ‘tripartite’ wig. This shabti is holding a mr hoe in one hand and a
pick in the other. The tools are incised in high relief, as are beard and the facial features of
the deceased. The hands and part of the forearms protrude from the chest and the upper
part of the body is more voluminous in shape, reminiscent of the swollen type of coffin
characteristic of the second half of the Late period.

Dating

It was dated to the Greco-Roman period in the handwriting catalogue of Al-Salam School
Museum, and it was dated to the New Kingdom period where the object is exhibited. Based
on stylistic similarities, this object can be dated to the Thirtieth Dynasty (380–343 BCE)64
(Fig. 12). In the thirtieth Dynasty (380–34 3BCE) the agricultural tools sculpted in high
relief, as are beard and the facial features of the deceased.65 See the shabti number 255.

Object 13
Reg. no.

266.

Dimensions

Height is 8.5 cm.

Substance

Blue faience, a part of the body and the wig have a white appearance, having lost their
blue paste coating.

Text

None.

Description

It is similar to no. 255, but some of its parts are missing. This shabti is in mummylike form, showing the body wrapped in bandages with only the face and hands visible
without inscription. This shabti wears a long divine beard with the normal headdress,
the lappet ‘tripartite’ wig. This shabti is holding a mr hoe in each hand. The tools are
incised in high relief, as are a beard and the facial features of the deceased. It has a back
pillar, on statuary, which starts where the wig ends and stops at the base, the Shabti takes
on a new shape with a back pillar and base since the 25th and early 26th Dynasties.66

Dating

It was dated to the Greco-Roman period in the handwriting catalogue of Al-Salam School
Museum, and it was dated to the New Kingdom period where the object is exhibited. Based
on stylistic similarities, this object can be dated to Thirtieth Dynasty (380–343BCE)67
(Fig. 13). In the thirtieth Dynasty (380–343BCE), the agricultural tools sculpted in high
relief, as are beard and the facial features of the deceased.68 See the shabti number 255.
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Object 14
Reg. no.

267.

Dimensions

Height is 5 cm.

Substance

Pale blue faience.

Text

None.

Description

This shabti’s features are unclear; it has a crude aspect of the manufacture, without
inscription. The summary treatment of the underlying features is not entirely finished.

Dating

It was dated to the Greco-Roman period in the handwriting catalogue of Al-Salam School
Museum, and it was dated to the New Kingdom period where the object is exhibited.
Based on stylistic similarities, this object can be dated to Ptolemaic period69 (Fig. 14).
Shabtis continue to be used in burials in the Ptolemaic period, but disappear with the
onset of Roman times.70 In the Ptolemaic period, shabtis are consistently in mummy-form;
examples in the dress of the living are exceedingly rare, if at all existent. So numerous were
the figurines in each burial that in many instances there were ‘overseer’ figurines designed
to control the gangs of workers.71

Titles mentioned in the study
1

Wsir ‘Osiris’ this title was mentioned on
shabtis no. 254, 256, 257, 258, 259, 261 and 264.
Osiris was a ruler of the netherworld the deceased
king became Osiris. After the beginning of the
Middle Kingdom, all transfigured deceased became
Osiris who himself was a symbol of resurrection.72

2

nfr - nTr ‘the good god’, this title was
mentioned on shabti no. 254. It was used as an
epithet of god or (usually) dead king.73

3

imAxw xr nb ‘revered with the
lord’, this title was mentioned on shabti no.254.
The lord here may refer to Osiris nb AbDw, nb
imntt the lord of Abydos , the lord of the West.74

4

mAa xrw ‘justified one’,75 this title was
mentioned on shabti no. 257.

5

imy-r Ssp n iqr ‘overseer of
receiving of the wealth’, this title was mentioned
on shabti no. 264.

Issue No.8

6

sHD ‘The illuminated one’, this title was
mentioned on shabti no. 261. It was used during
the New Kingdom Period, Third Intermediate
Period and Late period on shabtis for deceased
men and women.76
In conclusion, the author published in this paper
a new collection of shabtis exhibited in Al-Salam
School Museum in Assiut from register number 254
to 267; explained different types of shabtis in this
collection; classified and dated them according to
their industrial features, writing styles on them,
and comparison. These objects have different
measurements and styles, and they did not belong
to one person. They can be dated to different
periods.
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(Fig. 1) Statue no. 260, made in limestone, its height is 8.5 cm.
The lower part of this statue is missed, only the face without
bread and the wig can be seen. It has no inscription. May be it
was a Shabti, New kingdom period. (Photograph by the author).

(Fig. 3) Shabti no. 254 of khonsu-ba-nb, it is made in light blue
faience, height 12 cm. Third intermediate period. (Photograph
by the author).

(Fig. 2) Shabti no.263 this shabti is mummy-like form, it is made
in green faience. Its height is 8.5cm. It has remains of unclear
inscription in black ink in the front and the two sides, New
kingdom period. (Photograph by the author).

(Fig. 4) Shabti no. 256, made in blue faience, its height is 6cm,
it has unclear inscription except the title: Wsir 'Osiris', Third
intermediate period. (Photograph by the author).
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(Fig. 5) Shabti of T qAi no. 257, it is made in blue faience. Its
height is 5.5cm, Third intermediate period. (Photograph by the
author).

(Fig. 7) Shabti of nb .i xnsw ns rxi no. 259, it is made in pale
blue faience. Its height is 9.5 cm, Third intermediate period.
(Photograph by the author).

(Fig. 6) Shabti of ns xnsw m Hb no. 258, it is made in painted
limestone with pale green color. Its height is 9.5 cm, Third
intermediate period. (Photograph by the author).

(Fig. 8) Shabti no. 264, it is made in limestone, 10.5 cm high. It
has a column of inscription in the middle of the front, in black
ink, but his name is not quite clear, Third intermediate period.
(Photograph by the author).
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(Fig. 9) Shabti no. 265 this shabti is mummy-like form, similar
to no. 256. It is made in blue faience. Its height is 5.5 cm. It has
remains of unclear inscription in black ink in the front and sides,
Third intermediate period. (Photograph by the author).

(Fig. 11) Shabti no. 255, it is made in light blue faience. It is
similar to no. 266. Its height is 6.5 cm, thirtieth Dynasty (380343 BC). (Photograph by the author).

(Fig. 10) Shabti no. 261 of priest pA xnsw mw, it is made in red
granite. Its height is 11 cm. Some of its parts are missed. This
statue has a back pillar, occurred on statuary, 25th or early 26th
Dynasty. (Photograph by the author).

(Fig. 12) Shabti no. 262, it is made in white faience. Its height is
11 cm. This shabti is mummy-like form, similar to the previous
one, showing the body wrapped in bandages with only the face
and hands visible without inscription. Thirtieth Dynasty (380343 BC). (Photograph by the author).
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(Fig. 13) Shabti no. 266, it is made in blue faience. Parts of the
body and the wig have a white appearance. They lost their blue
paste coating. Its height is 8.5 cm. It is similar to no. 255, but
some of its parts are missed. Thirtieth Dynasty (380-343 BC).
(Photograph by the author).

Issue No.8

(Fig. 14) Shabti no. 267 this shabti is unclear features, it is bad
manufacture. It is made in pale blue faience, without inscription.
Its height is 5 cm, Ptolemaic period. (Photograph by the author).
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Notes

of Ancient Egypt (New York, 2002), 370. Schneider
says that ‘the origin of shabtis can only be explained
(interpreted) from their relationship to the servant
statues. H.D. Schneider, Shabtis, An Introduction to
the History of Ancient Egyptian funerary Statuettes with
a Catalogue of the Collection of Shabtis in the National
Museum of Antiquities at Leiden , (Leiden,1977), 3. The
translation seems plausible concerning shabtis for they
were meant to answer for the mummy and their name
comes from their function, as these servant figures were
to answer ‘I am here ‘when their master was called. see:
H. Schlögl, ‘Uschebi’, in: LÄ VI (Wiesbaden,1986),
896; D. O’conner and E.H. Clne, Amenhotep III,
Perspectives on his Reign (New York, 2004), 122. This
was mentioned in chapter six of the book of the dead
See. E.A.W. Budge, The Book of the Dead, the Chapters of
Coming forth by Day (London,1898), Chap.VI,28-29.
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